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NEW WILDLAND 
FIREFIGHTING OVERALL  
 
COMBAT model overall made of intrinsically fireproof, Rip-

Stop (anti-tear), IOR (water and oil repellent) fabric. 

Composition: 93% meta-aramid, 5% para-aramid, 2% 

antistatic fiber of 180 g/m2. Oeko-tex®. 

 

One-piece overall with set-in sleeves to ensure maximum 

mobility of the arms; reinforcements with doubling of the fabric 

near the elbows and forearms; elastic wrist straps.  

AMERICA- type high collar for throat high protection with 

closure by hook and loop fastener stopped by Velcro® F.R.  

Front closure with two-way brass zip protected by an external 

flap blocked with sections of Velcro® F.R. and internal 

underlay.  

 

The suit has 1 radio pocket applied on the chest closed with 
flaps fixed by Velcro® FR, double fastener applied on the 
chest with special Velcro closure for torch. 
 
2 large leg pockets with triple bellows closed by Velcro 
fastened flap. Elasticated sides. Increased protection with 
doubling of fabric near the knee and in the groin area. 

 

Bellows on the elasticated bottom leg and closure with brass zip protected by flap blocked with Velcro 
FR., anti-wear edge in carbon silicone Kevlar. 
 
The suit is equipped with certified yellow stripes for combined performance (fluorescent and 
retroreflective) height cm. 5 positioned: double armhole, chest round and double leg round. 
 
The seams were made entirely with meta-aramid sewing threads, double needle structural stitching. 
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Available sizes: S-XXXL 

Available colours:  

Blue Navy (yellow stripe) cod. 80.0104.046 

Orange (yelllow stripe) cod. 80.0104.047 

Bicoloured: Blue/ yellow yoke (yellow stripe) cod. 80.0104.048 

Customizations on request. 

 

Standards:  

UNI EN ISO 13688:2022 (general requirements) 
UNI EN ISO 15384:2022 (protection against forest fires) 
UNI EN ISO 11612: 2015 A1/A2 B1-C1 (thermal risks)      
UNI EN 1149-5: 2018 (antistatic) 
 
PPE of III Category 
 

 


